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The End of the Enlightenment
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Ωm=0.30±0.1 (95%)



Here Yesterday: 
Gravitational Lensing: 

Prospects
15 arcmin square

zsource = 15
θres= 30″
“super”-SKA
21cm survey
reconstruction
noise included
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The observed properties of Galactic satellites are not in 
conflict with the substructure predicted in CDM models:  
astrophysics!
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SUSY: simply complex

The Virtues of Low-Energy SUSY:

hierarchy problem

Grand Unification

WIMPs:  !X =
MX

T0

exp(!MX/TFO)

! 1 if MX = O(GeV ), TFO = O(M/20), !A ! !weak
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Gone Tomorrow?:

LOTs of parameters... natural?

non-observation of superpartners and light higgs

WMAP value of Omega less than unity

small flavor violating rates

parameter space squeezed

!A !

1

M2

µ



Going Non-minimal

To avoid annihilation problems and allow for 
light neutralinos and μ problem

variants: next-to-minimal SUSY, miminal 
nonminimal SUSY....

NMSSM: add a single Higgs singlet superfield...  
resolves μ problem, allows light CP odd Higgs, 
allows light neutralinos...
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Dan Akerib Case Western Reserve UniversityAPS Jacksonville 2007

Next for CDMS: SuperCDMS 25 kg

• Proposed 25-kg experiment based on 
updated 42 x 600-g Ge ZIPs
 120x beyond current limits
 15x beyond CDMS-II goal
 Approved for space at SNOLAB 
 Next step towards ton-scale goal

• Detector fab/demonstration underway 

060227062301

  http://dmtools.brown.edu/
           Gaitskell&Mandic
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 Other Detection 
Prospects



Gone Today?











Amundsen-Scott South Pole stationAmundsen-Scott South Pole station

South Pole
Dome

1500 m

2000 m
[not to scale]

AMANDA



22 strings
1320 digital modules
52 surface detectors



IceCube: events per km2 year

not ruled out by CDMS (left) CDMS X 100 (right)



The Bad



Noise is always here today.. 
and tomorrow



  

IS NOISE A SIGNAL?

• Uncertainties:
• halo
• particle physics

• Can one do better?



  

Doing Better?: Angular resolution 
and forward-backward effect    

JAN 2007 ISSUE
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DO?

Directionality! 3

TABLE I: The number of events required to identify a WIMP
signal above a flat background for di!erent types of detectors
and a WIMP mass of m! = 100 GeV.

Detector v0 (km/s)

Type 170 220 270

3D (full) 6 11 18

3D without FB 176 1795 > 35, 000

2D—best/worst 19/45 34/75 61/123

2D rotating 13 24 43

TABLE II: The number of events required to identify a WIMP
signal above a flat background for di!erent types of detectors
and a WIMP mass of m! = 1000 GeV.

Detector v0 (km/s)

Type 170 220 270

3D (full) 14 27 51

3D without FB 152 217 371

2D fixed—best/worst 51/129 97/217 175/368

2D rotating 31 61 125

events is defined by L =
Ne
!

i=1

P (!i). We generate at least

100,000 sample distributions for each Ne and apply the
log-likelihood test to find the minimum number of WIMP
events such that we have a 95% detection 95% of the time
(see [7] for more details).

The results for m! = 100 GeV are given in Table I for
the range of detectors we have considered, where ‘full’ re-
flects a full three-dimensional detector with perfect angu-
lar resolution. We shall discuss the degradation implied
by limited resolution shortly. The same set of results for
m! = 1000 GeV are given in Table II. Although we have
restricted our quantitative study to isothermal models
the qualitative features of the comparison remain valid
for other models, including models dominated by single
streams of WIMPs . NOTE: Is this statement about
single streams true? Do we know that?

Our results underscore the need for forward-backward
detection. Indeed, this is the single most important fea-
ture that allows directional detectors to gain sensitivity
to the WIMP signal compared to backgrounds. Since
spin independent WIMP scattering is azimuthally sym-
metric about the direction of the incoming WIMP the
dominant WIMP signal comes from the a comparison of
forward-backward scattering events. This is seen in the
results in Tables I and II. A three dimensional detec-
tor, even with perfect angular resolution, but without
forward-backward discrimination requires at least an or-
der of magnitude more events than a three dimensional
detector with such discrimination and even many more
than a poorly aligned two dimensional detector to distin-
guish a WIMP signal from terrestrial backgrounds. This

FIG. 1: The number of events required as a function of
the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the smoothing ker-
nel (9) for the isothermal models, m! = 100 GeV, and the
detector configuration described in section IIA.

is because without forward-backward discrimination the
detector relies upon the di"erence between head-on and
glancing (wide angle) collisions as well as high angular
resolution to distinguish a WIMP signal from the back-
ground.

We next explore how the sensitivity of a three-
dimensional detector depends upon its angular resolu-
tion. In figure 1 we display the number of events re-
quired as a function of the angle of the full-width half
maximum (FWHM) of the detection cone for the events.
Note that as the angular resolution degrades, the num-
ber of events required for a three dimensional detector
quickly approaches that of a two-dimensional detector,
as expected. In order to be significantly more e#cient,
the angular resolution of such a detector must be better
than about 60 degrees (FWHM).

We finally focus on two-dimensional detectors, in part
because these are likely to be the most practical in the
near future, and because less attention in the past has
been paid to them than hypothetical three dimensional
detectors.

It is clear that the e#cacy of a planar detector will
depend upon the orientation of its plane with respect
to the direction of the WIMP wind. Specifically a two-
dimensional detector fixed to the Earth will be oriented
so that its normal vector makes an angle ! with the
Earth’s rotation axis. The choice of ! determines how
much time the detector will spend at various angles "
relative to the Earth’s direction of motion. An orienta-
tion of " = 0! is clearly the worst since the detector plane
is then perpendicular to the WIMP wind. The number
of events required is a function of the angle ! chosen for
the detector as shown in figure 2.

Tables I and II give the minimum and maximum num-
ber of events required for optimal versus worst-case ori-
entation of the detector. Note that the shape of the func-
tion in figure 2 depends on the orientation of the Earth’s
axis, # = 42! relative to the motion of the Sun through
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f ≈ 1016 GeV possible if Θ <<1

This is not unnatural if one averages over 
universes with life in them. ... dark matter 
density peaked near observable value...

Tegmark, Aguirre, Rees, Wilczek, 
2006
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The ONLY truly interesting question:  Is Dark Energy 
distinguishable from a cosmological constant? i.e. Is w 
≠ -1? 

The most reasonable theoretical prediction is w=-1, via 
a cosmological constant.

The most sensible alternatives predict w ≈ -1

Observations suggest w ≈-1

Measuring w ≈-1 therefore tells us nothing.

Incorporating realistic uncertainties does not leave 
much room for optimism.  (i.e. supernovae)
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existing limits  -1.2 < w < -0.8*  already rule out many 
alternative models.   How much better can we do.. 
with existing theoretical uncertainties and expected 
observational accuracy?

The PROBLEM:  We DON’T HAVE ANY IDEA of 
w(z).   Hence limits on w=constant are not 
appropriate.
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Dark Energy Conclusions?

No conclusions

w≈-1 today...  and tomorrow

observations no help?

need theory?   ... bad news.



“The Future ain’t what it used to be!”

Yogi Berra
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Uncertain Future?

 GEOMETRY ≠ DESTINY
LMK MST 1998
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ρ→ ρΛ ≡
Λ

8πG
a→ a0 exp( Λ /3t)
⇒ ˙ d = Λ /3d

Objects at distances greater than some distance  D are receding faster
than the speed of light.

€ 

if ρΛ ≈ 6 ×10
−30 g/cm3 ⇒ RH ≈1.7 ×10

26m ≈18Gyrl

effects soon “visible!
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 Redshift effect:
R./RSupercluster= 5000 ≈ exp (t/t0) 

 In 150 Gyr, redshift > 5000 for all objects outside our 
supercluster!

In 2000 Gyr, redshift of all objects outside our local 
supercluster will exceed 1053 !   Even highest energy gamma rays 
will be invisible.

the future of objects at a redshift ≥ a few today will never be 
observed!

if  ρvac/ρtot > 0.7 today, the “in principle” observable region of 
the Universe has been shrinking since t < 1/2 present time

FUND COSMOLOGY NOW!
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Maybe this is telling us something?

Galaxies 
Never 
Form?

Knowledge: Gone tomorrow?



Anthropic Mania

IF there are many different universes, and the energy 
of empty space can vary in each one, then only those 
in which it is not much greater than what we measure 
will galaxies form... and only then will stars and 
planets form, and only then astronomers.... 
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The Constants of Nature and the 
Puzzles of Modern Physics

• Gravity:  The weakest force in nature...
• Proton 2000 times heavier than the electron
• Three generations of elementary particles... 

who ordered them...
• ....
• A theory of anything?

Why Stop There?



The Landscape of 
Nothingness

IS THIS SCIENCE?
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The Fundamental Anthropic 
Problems?

 An idea based on ignorance

 One never knows what variables are anthropically 
selected (or not). 

 One never knows what the set of possibilities is.

 It is never compelling, only suggestive.

It has been wrong before!
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Anthropics and Myopics
Maor, LMK, Starkman 07

Define:

Fix β =1

R is small over most of parameter space!



If this weren’t bad enough..



“Eternity is a long time, especially near 
the end”

W. Allen



All Good Things Come to 
an End
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achieved when universe less than 50 times its 
present age..
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6. Island universe allowed in background 
Minkowski space (schwarzchild solution).. 
temporarily.. hence finite future.

7. What about finite past?
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9. No primordial deuterium 
absorption from distant quasar

8. Primordial Abundances Polluted: i.e 
Yprim≈0.24  but Y ≈.6 in the future!

No evidence of primordial big bang 
production!



Return of Static DeSitter 
Universe!
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The Good News

We live in a very special time:  the only 
time when we can observationally verify 
that we live at a very special time!
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 Out of equilibrium particle decay a vital part of early 
universe (baryogenesis, BBN)

 Common sense: If matter decays to radiation, 
energy density of radiation overtakes matter.

 Never again!

 radiation energy density/matter density ≈ 1/R

 R ≈exp(Ht)

 Decaying Matter density ≈ exp(-kt)

 Hence Ratio =exp (-(k-H)) > 1!



We will be lonely, but 
dominant..... 


